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ABSTRACT
Often when the military talks about cyber training, the focus is on a “cyber range” in which operators practice their
skills and test new tools and techniques. This level of training is necessary but not sufficient to prepare US forces to
dominate a tactical battlefield against a cyber-savvy adversary in a Multi-Domain Battle environment (Shrinkman,
2016). Stimulating staffs by integrating cyber and traditional military operations is critical. Cyber operations at the
tactical level involve both offensive and defensive actions – integrated and supporting traditional military operations
– where cyber may be the supported operation within traditional military operations, and vice versa.
There are limited means of representing cyber operations and effects – beyond simple models of communication and
network degradation – within most simulations. The Army has funded the architecture prototype implementation to
link cyber and kinetic simulations leveraging the strengths of each simulation without trying to force both sets of
capabilities into a single model. Cyber actions (e.g., SQL injection attacks to gain control of a supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems) are best represented in live or synthetic cyber simulations. Cyber effects (e.g.,
the cyber operator shuts off the power to an area of interest) are then represented in a constructive simulation.
The integration of the cyber simulation with constructive simulation allows realization of the effects from cyber
operations on the kinetic domain and the effects from kinetic operations on the cyber domain. The interface between
the cyber simulation and constructive simulation was standardized, allowing improved and reliable integration. As
this interface matures, it may be used to link any arbitrary cyber and kinetic simulations that comply with the interface.
The constructive simulation was enhanced to model streetlights, searchlights, cameras, and controller systems (e.g.
SCADA). Additionally, 2D and 3D displays were enhanced for visual representation of the cyber effects. In this paper,
we discuss the architecture, integration, enhancements, use cases, and demonstration capabilities implemented for
representing cyber effects within a kinetic model.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Military cyber range training allows operators to practice their skills and test new tools and techniques. This level of
training is necessary but not sufficient to prepare US forces to dominate a tactical battlefield against a cyber-savvy
adversary in a Multi-Domain Battle environment (Shrinkman, 2016). Stimulating staffs by integrating cyber and
traditional military operations is critical. Cyber operations at the tactical level involve both offensive and defensive
actions – integrated and supporting traditional military operations – where cyber may be the supported operation
within traditional military operations, and vice versa.
There are limited means of representing cyber operations and effects – beyond simple models of communication and
network degradation – within most simulations. As such, the Army has funded an architecture prototype
implementation that links cyber and kinetic simulations, leveraging the strengths of each simulation without trying to
force both sets of capabilities into a single model. Cyber actions (e.g., SQL injection attacks to gain control of a
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems (Inductive Automation, 2017)) are best represented in
live or synthetic cyber simulations. Cyber effects (e.g., the cyber operator shuts off the power to an area of interest)
are then represented in a constructive simulation.
The integration of the cyber simulation with constructive simulation allows realization of the actions of cyber
operations on the kinetic domain and the effects from kinetic operations on the cyber domain. For example, in a cyber
action simulation, a training audience could attack or defend mock devices on a simulated network. If one of those
devices was a SCADA system that controls the power for a building, the attacker could turn the power off. At that
point, the cyber effects simulator would reflect the power outage for that building. Any actors in the building at the
time the power is cut off would require the use of a technology to see in the dark, otherwise those actors would be
unable to see in an enclosed room with no windows or other active light sources. Our proof of principle solution is to
combine the Carnegie Mellon University’s Simulation, Training, and Exercise Platform (CERT STEPfwd, 2017)
simulation for cyber actions and the OneSAF simulation for realizing cyber effects.

STEPfwd
The Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) STEPfwd platform contains CERT hands on virtual labs and
training courses on information assurance, incident response, computer forensics, insider threat, software security and
other vital information security topics. STEPfwd offers a new solution to the cybersecurity workforce to build
knowledge, skills, and experience dealing with cyber threats. The platform enables users to test new technologies and
approaches to better advance the state of practice for cyber workforce development. STEPfwd is a Learning
Management System (LMS) allowing administrators to view and manage their organization as students’ progress
toward workforce development objectives.

OneSAF
OneSAF is a Government Off The Shelf (GOTS), open source, entity-level simulation that supports both ComputerGenerated Forces (CGF) and Semi-Automated Forces (SAF) applications. OneSAF currently supports simulating
Acquisition; Analysis; Experimentation; Intelligence; Test & Evaluation; and Training community use cases. In the
cyber domain, OneSAF supports simulating capabilities from the Threat Systems Management Office (TSMO),
Scalable Networks Network Defense Trainer (NDT), STEPfwd, and other cyber-action and cyber-kinetic use cases.
Including OneSAF as an exemplar simulation allows us to experiment with a variety of scenarios to include SCADA
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systems and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). OneSAF offers the additional benefit of providing tactical context
for individual and collective training events.

SOLUTION
We leverage the Representational State Transfer (REST, Service Architecture, 2017) web interface initially developed
by Carnegie Mellon CERT to provide realistic cyber effects. This interface communicates state information of the
different simulated systems (such as a SCADA system) in an exercise. From this state information, the kinetic
simulation determines how to apply certain cyber effects to the simulated world. The interface uses a simple JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON, ecma International, 2013) based schema to represent this system state information.
We leveraged a scenario involving special operations forces (SOF) conducting a hostage rescue mission originally
developed by CERT to demonstrate the efficacy of this approach. This scenario also closely resembled the kinds of
missions that conventional infantry performed in Iraq and Afghanistan to seize persons of interest. The goal of the
assault team was to remain undetected by the enemy as long as possible to maximize the chances for success and
reduce casualties. The scenario demonstrates how the application of different cyber effects can have a significant
impact on the overall outcome of the mission and how this tactical context improves the event for both the cyber and
non-cyber role-players. Mission success is not achievable unless the cyber actions are performed correctly and at the
right times during the scenario execution.
In order to provide realistic and desired cyber effects, the following new and enhanced capabilities were implemented
in OneSAF:
Implementation of Controllers, Lights, and Cameras: A new concept in OneSAF is the notion of controllers which
control assigned assets in three states: normal, compromised, or disabled. Assets already present in OneSAF, such as
lights, can be assigned to controllers. In this way, we can simulate attacks on controllers that enable cyber operators
to manipulate the assets assigned to the controller. For instance, in the demonstration scenarios, we assigned the
streetlights to a SCADA System controller. When STEPfwd provides information that a controller has been disabled,
OneSAF can turn off all the lights related to that controller. For example, Figure 1 show that the lights are still enabled
when the camera feed is hacked; this allows the cyber operators to safely locate the hostage identified in the uppermiddle camera. The concept is general, in that OneSAF can assign a variety of assets to an arbitrary controller,
enabling a scenario developer to customize the environment to match the desired “cyber terrain.”
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Figure 1 . Live 3D view of rooms from OneSAF to reflect when cyber operators gain controls of interior security cameras

Implemented Streetlights, Searchlights, and Appearance Agents: Prior to this effort, entities’ appearance agents
only concerned itself with ambient illumination from sun/moon and flares. Entities that employ Night Vision devices
have significant sensing advantage in dimly lit areas, while entities that depend on unaided eye sensors require greater
illumination for sensing. To reflect the tactical situation of this scenario, the team implemented streetlights (Figure 2).
Streetlights are omnidirectional, illuminating objects within a prescribed radius. The team also implemented
searchlights, which project a cone of light and can pan across an area. In addition, the entities’ appearance agents
reason about the streetlights and searchlights, so that entities may choose to avoid areas lit in this manner. Similarly,
the visual models and line of sight computations take into account visibility provided by streetlights.
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Figure 2. The “playbox” for sample scenarios showing streetlights turned on, providing illumination

Consistent Display Across All User Interfaces: As part of this effort, OneSAF updated to the latest version of the
JMonkey (JMonkeyEngine, 2016) open-source gaming engine that underpins the OneSAF ARES 3D display. As a
result, effects like streetlights are displayed consistently in the OneSAF Management and Control Tool (MCT), Web
Control Tool (WCT), and ARES interfaces.
Infiltration Behavior: The team created a new Infiltration behavior. The difference between Infiltration and the
existing Move Tactically behavior is that when conducting infiltration, entities actively avoid enemy contact. Entities
conducting the Infiltration behavior seek darker areas and areas of concealment. They do not fire when they sense
the enemy but instead avoid them as they move to the rally point. These capabilities make it possible for the SOF
team to approach the location where the hostage is being held without engaging enemy patrols within the
demonstration scenario. The Infiltration behavior is also applicable across a variety of tactical situations for non-SOF
entities.
Modified Assault Building Behavior: The maneuvering of SAF entities effectively inside a building requires a
greater degree of complexity than utilizing the simple Follow Route behavior. For this reason, the team enhanced the
existing Assault Building behavior to include the handling of infiltration activities inside a building. This was
preferable to attempting to re-implement similar functionality into the new behavior. The Assault Building behavior
now takes into account the presence of hostages. If an exact floor or room of the building is known, the behavior will
direct the SOF team directly to them, while avoiding enemy contact until absolutely necessary. If these variables are
not known, the behavior falls back on its original functionality and does a room-by-room search-and-clear of the
building until the hostages are located. Once the hostages are located and secured, the Assault Building behavior also
handles the exfiltration of the hostages and the SOF team from the building. This is an operation that has been quite
common in operations in Iraq, so this behavior has applicability to OneSAF users beyond this demonstration scenario.
Cyber Effects Test Harness (Figure 3): While integrating with STEPfwd, there were times when the developers
needed to test their implementation in OneSAF without access to the CERT team. To facilitate development, the team
implemented a small Java application to act as a test harness. This tool provides a REST web service similar to the
one provided by the STEPfwd simulation on a local network that can interface with the OneSAF STEPfwd
implementation. The tester can then use the tool to create and inject specific cyber messages to stimulate the cyber
effects represented within OneSAF. This tool might also be useful to inject cyber actions into a simulation event when
the human-in-the-loop STEPfwd simulation is not available or not required.
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Figure 3. The Cyber Effects Test Harness tests the representation of cyber effects within OneSAF

Integration with STEPfwd
During this effort, the interface specification created by CERT that originally linked STEPfwd to Virtual Battlespace
(VBS) was re-implemented. The interface was light weight and operated over HTTPS protocol. Names of systems
are used to uniquely identify those items between STEPfwd and OneSAF. For example, the SCADA system in the
simulation is named specifically ‘SCADA System’ for STEPfwd to operate with this current interface.
The Carnegie Mellon STEPfwd capability provides a web service interface that requires the use of HTTPS POST
mechanisms to exchange state information in an encrypted, secure manner.
The connection to STEPfwd was created through the OneSAF User Data Gateway (UDG) web service interface which
enabled us to pass JSON packets between STEPfwd and OneSAF. This enabled the constructive simulation to
generate events that impacted the cyber fight, and vice versa. The interactions include:
Enabling or disabling a controller for lights
Enabling or disabling security cameras in a facility
Enabling or disabling a building security system
With these enhancements, the cyber-kinetic integration was demonstrated using a tactical scenario as described below.
This intial effort used STEP and OneSAF, because they were both very capable of representing cyber actions and
cyber effects, respectively. An important outcome of this work is the definition of the interface between them. As
the interface matures, any cyber simulation can be combined with any kinetic model in the future – as long as those
models are compliant with the interface and have the ability to represent the appropriate cyber actions and effects.
Road to war: A BLUFOR hostage is being held in an OPFOR facility in an urban town. The facility holding the
hostage is the main police / prison complex. OPFOR holds the entire town, patrols around town, and maintains
checkpoints within the compound. The enemy is not technically or tactically advanced. OPFOR is armed largely with
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assault rifles and crew-served weapons mounted to commandeered pickup trucks or police vehicles. As diplomatic
options are attempted BLUE SOF team is positioned to provide intel along with SCAN EAGLE (Insitu, 2017) drone
support.
Hostage Rescue: After getting the order to execute the mission, BLUE SOF maneuver to the enemy offensive cyber
operators (OCO). BLUE OCOs gain access to local power substation SCADA systems in order to cut power, causing
a blackout in the town and allowing freedom of maneuver to BLUE SOF. Blue SOF move through the town. SCAN
EAGLE routes SOF away from enemy patrols. Enemy patrols have limited visibility because the street lights have
been cut off, and they have no night vision equipment. The target facility has its own power generation capability,
security cameras, and searchlights. All of these systems are targetable by BLUE OCOs in order to support the hostage
rescue. BLUE OCOs disable the searchlights within the compound to allow BLUE SOF to enter the facility unnoticed.
BLUE OCO hack into the facility’s security system and turn off capture feeds from the internal cameras. They provide
the exact location of the hostage based on security camera footage to BLUE SOF to allow for speedy rescue. BLUE
SOF recapture the hostage and neutralize enemy forces.

RESULTS
The focus of this project was to demonstrate the ability to represent cyber actions in a purpose-build cyber simulation
and to represent the effects of those cyber actions in the maneuver, or kinetic, simulations. In doing so we
demonstrated an interface for passing cyber actions and effects back and forth between the two simulations. Cyber
actions can be generated by human-in-the-loop, constructive style simulation, or event injections. The cyber effects
were properly represented and had an impact on the maneuver commander’s mission. In NO execution of the scenario
was the assault team successful without the application of some cyber effects.
To demonstrate the that cyber effects affected the mission, several permutations of the tactical scenario were created.
These are summarized in Table 1. Each version of the scenario injected a different combination of cyber effects in
order to see how the outcome would vary. The magnitude of these cyber effects on the commander’s maneuver depend
heavily on the tactical scenario, but important result is that when cyber “fires” supported the maneuver plan, casualties
were reduced and the probability of mission success improved greatly.
The OneSAF Autopilot capability allows a user to load and run a scenario faster than real time as many times as they
specify. For the demonstration of these capabilities, we have elected to run each scenario 10 times. OneSAF also
provides several different ways to collect scenario data for after action review. For these purposes, the OneSAF
WebAAR capability was used because of its ability to store each data set into a Mongo Database. From there, the
data was easily queried to produce charts (Figure 4). OneSAF does not currently model reactions as a result of sound
(eg: gunshot sounds), so we assume the SOF team is utilizing weapon suppressors in this mission.
Table 1. Cyber Effect Combinations

No
Cyber
Effects

SCADA
System
Compromised

Cyber Effect Combinations
SCADA & Compound SCADA,
Lights Compromised,
Compound, UAV
Cameras
& Cameras
Compromised
Compromised

SCADA, Compound,
UAV Compromised

Blue
Force
Casualties

7 ± 0.953

1.5 ± 1.28

1.4 ± 1.06

1.33 ± 1.04

1.33 ± 1.01

Red
Force
Casualties

5.9 ± 2.5

3.8 ± 0.98

3.85 ± 1.42

4.3 ± 1.66

3.53 ± 1.41

For the purposes of this test, we compared the resulting casualties taken by both the BLUFOR and OPFOR. It should
be noted that in this scenario, the BLUFOR is significantly outnumbered by the enemy forces. Casualties of any kind
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taken on the Blue Side can have a devastating outcome on the mission. The BLUFOR SOF Team executes an infiltrate
behavior in order to get the team to the enemy compound that holds the hostage. This particular behavior models the
team practicing enemy avoidance, given appropriate situation awareness, rather than enemy engagement.
The first permutation of the scenario does not inject any cyber effects. As expected, executing the mission without
compromising any of the enemy systems yields the most casualties on both sides. The BLUFOR SOF team attempts
to infiltrate the enemy compound, but is spotted and engaged by enemy patrols regularly on its way to the compound
by enemy patrols. Compromising the surrounding town's SCADA system had by far the largest impact on casualty
numbers. Once the surrounding town lights were turned off, the SOF team was very successful at approaching the
enemy compound undetected.
The next scenario compromised both the SCADA system, the compound's internal light system, and the compound's
camera system. Having access to the camera system allows the SOF team to infiltrate the building and go directly to
the floor and room where the hostage is being held. This potentially allows them to avoid close contact with enemy
forces that is not necessary. While the addition of these affects does have a positive impact on the mission, the effects
are not as pronounced as compromising the SCADA system. If the compound had had more enemy forces in it, then
we could expect that compromising the building lights would have a greater impact on the outcome.
In the final two permutations of the scenario we experimented with allowing the OPFOR to compromise the
BLUFOR's UAV surveillance and we denied the BLUFOR the ability to compromise the enemy compound's camera
system. In this particular scenario, these two combinations did not appear to have a great affect when the SCADA
and building lights were also compromised. In the absence of the camera system, the BLUFOR team had to conduct
a room-by-room search to determine where the hostage was located. Due to the building room layout and small
number of enemy forces inside the building, the intelligence gained by compromising the security cameras had much
less impact than might under different scenario conditions. The lack of situational awareness (SA) provided by the
BLUFOR UAV extended the time it took for the SOF team to make it to the enemy compound, but it did not have any
lasting results on the number of casualties from his scenario.

Cyber Effect Combinations No
Cyber Effects

8
7
6

Cyber Effect Combinations SCADA
System Compromised

5
4

Cyber Effect Combinations SCADA
& Compound Lights Compromised,
Cameras Compromised

3
2

Cyber Effect Combinations SCADA,
Compound, UAV & Cameras
Compromised

1
0
Blue Force
Mean
Casualties

Blue Force
Standard
Deviation

Red Force
Mean
Casualties

Red Force
Standard
Deviation

Cyber Effect Combinations SCADA,
Compound, UAV Compromised

Figure 4. Scenario results across permutations

CONCLUSION
M&S Community Applicability: Providing integrated cyber/kinetic environment capabilities is applicable for and
provides benefits across multiple modeling and simulation (M&S) communities. The applicability of this capability
is described below per community.
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Acquisition - An integrated cyber/kinetic environment may be used to evaluate the operational benefit of new
capabilities and tools prior to procurement.
Analysis - An integrated cyber/kinetic environment may be used to develop doctrine for integrated cyber and
kinetic operations, including interactions between echelons (e.g., strategic cyber and tactical cyber). The impacts
of cyber operations in various operations (e.g., (OCO, DCO, DCO-RA)) provide the Analysis Community of
Interest with data to drive future doctrine, system, and capability analysis.
Experimentation - An integrated cyber/kinetic environment may be used to design and execute experiments
investigating how a cyber component allows or prevents information exchange between operational facilities.
Experiment design must include the full range of cyber impacts that will be encountered in the expected
operational environment.
Intelligence - An integrated cyber/kinetic environment may be used to examine impacts of the actions taken in
cyberspace on the information gathered from sensors and targeted individuals. The derived intelligence may be
enhanced or degraded by these cyber actions. Integrating OneSAF with STEPfwd allows the Intelligence
community to have increased awareness of the impact of cyber actions while also providing necessary
intelligence to the staff to make decisions.
Test and Evaluation - An integrated cyber/kinetic environment may assist the Operational Test Agencies
(OTAs) with testing cyber threats to be encountered in operational testing with the same rigor as other threats.
This cyber security operational test and evaluation affirms a unit’s capability to execute missions in the expected
operational environment. Evaluators must have the necessary cyber skills to understand the impact of cyber
related actions.
Training - An integrated cyber/kinetic environment may assist training the cyber mission forces so that it
includes the tactical and strategic consequences of cyber actions (OCO, DCO, and DCO-RA). Integration of
OneSAF into STEPfwd enhances the CMF training environment by training cyber operators side-by-side with
other staff. Increased realism provides a “Train As We Fight” environment.

FUTURE WORK
The integration of OneSAF with STEPfwd has proven the viability of the concept and provided a useful set of
capabilities. However, during the development activities, we identified a number of ideas for future work that would
improve the capabilities and applicability of the cyber-kinetic interactions.
Global Positioning System (GPS) Jamming and Jamming Effects: The ability to jam GPS signals and have that
impact the circular error probable (CEP) of smart munitions that rely on GPS for guidance. Implement the linkage
between jammed GPS signals and guidance of smart munitions, locations in spot reports, friendly and enemy situation
awareness, the ability to designate targets, etc. Many of the underpinnings exist within the OneSAF architecture. In
some cases, implementing these capabilities requires the development of models with Army Materiel Systems
Analysis Activity (AMSAA) for how jammed GPS signals will affect guidance, navigation, and reporting.
Enhancements to Military Scenario Definition Language (MSDL) to Represent Cyber Terrain: When planning
a cyber-kinetic scenario event planners must ensure that the names of systems in STEPfwd are exactly the same as the
names of those systems in OneSAF. This has the potential for human error and inconsistency. Implement an extension
to the MSDL – a Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) Standard - to represent cyber terrain.
This would enable scenarios to be developed with assets that could be affected by cyber effects and then exported in
a format that OneSAF and other simulations could ingest. This would provide initial conditions for a cyber/kinetic
scenario.
Discovery: Along with the notion of a cyber extension to MSDL, develop a discovery capability in which the kinetic
and/or cyber SAF could discover cyber objects (such as SCADA controllers) that exist in other systems. Imagine a
running OneSAF scenario that includes controllers for things like searchlights, alarm systems, security cameras, cell
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networks, etc. Event planning would be greatly accelerated if these were exposed through a discovery service that the
cyber simulation (in this case STEPfwd) could use to configure itself to support cyber training.
Alternative Connection Mechanisms: The current approach of using HTTP and static IP addresses is burdensome
and fragile in cyber secure environments. In order to improve general applicability of the cyber-kinetic interface, it
may be beneficial to modify the interface to operate over web sockets. Both the OneSAF implementation and the Test
Harness built as part of this effort already support a WebSockets (Mozilla Developer Network, 2017) communications
mechanism, in this way, any arbitrary simulation can use WebSockets to publish or subscribe to information passing
through the interface, without requiring as much Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificate/VPN/Proxy support. In
addition to Web Sockets, building a Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) interface in which the JSON packets
currently used to report cyber effects across the interface are implemented as DIS Action/Response packets.
Implementation of Alarms and Auditory Sensors: A feature of the demonstration scenario missing due to time
constraints was that the RED forces had re-used the inundation arms at the beaches. Their plan was to set off that
alarm when any of the patrols detected BLUE forces. This was the signal for the guards to kill the hostage and run
away. To fully represent this capability, we would need implement alarms that are attached to controllers, like
searchlights. This implementation would need to account for the decay of the sound over distance, and perhaps take
into account environmental conditions. We would also create an auditory sensor for entities that could detect the
sound of the alarm. OneSAF currently supports an acoustic sensor for detection of vehicle movement in the Remote
Battlefield Sensor System (REMBASS) system.
Camera Spoofing: Expand/extend the ability to capture the camera feeds to security cameras and UAV cameras. In
addition to being able to capture these video feeds, implement the ability for someone to replace or spoof this signal.
A use case would be to replace the video going to the camera system to redirect the rescue team to the incorrect room
for the hostage rescue, or project a much larger security force than is actually present.
Multiple Camera Views in a Single Window: Enhance the ability to capture the video feeds from security cameras.
Each camera feed was displayed in a separate window. This could be somewhat difficult for the operator to manage.
JMonkey supports the ability to display multiple views in the same window and can be leveraged to produce an ARES
display with multiple camera views to ease operator workload.
Test Harness Enhancement: Enhance the test harness to enable Mission Event Synchronization List (MESL)
injections during a training or testing event. This capability can be used when cyber operators were not available to
support the event.
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